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lnstructians to Private candidates anly: Tttis questian paper contains two sectjons. Ansrver SECfrO,V,

guesfrbns in the answer-book provided. SEClrCIni il, lnternal examinatian questians must be answered in the

question paper itself. Follottt the detailed instructions given under SECTION ll

$ECTION I

Part A

Answer any fen quesficns.

Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define Advertising.

2. What is Persuasive Advertising?

3. What is meant by advertisement appeal?

4. What is rneant by Advertising Layout?

5. Define advertising research.

6. Explain DAGMAR model of advertising.

7. State the components of promotion mix.

B. Explain the imporlance of Sale Promotion towards Consumers.

g. What is meant by push strategy?

'10. How can personal selling help in selling of products?

11. Explain AIDAS approach.

a2. ls it important io have a social approach while making sales?

(1 0x2=20)
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Part B

Answer any six quesfibns.

Eacii guesfron carries 5 marks.

13. Explain the forms of ethical violations in advedising.

14. Explain the objectives of Advertising Standards Council of lndia.

15. Explain the process of media planning.

16. Explain the process of permission marketing.

17. What are the advantages of measuring the effectiveness of advertising?

18. What are the methods of measuring the effectiveness of advefiising?

':9. Explain the Consumer Promotion Techniques of Sales Promotion.

24. Explain the positive and negative effects of Brand Equity.

21. What are the different types of sales objectives?

(6x5=30)

Part C

Answer any two questians.

Each question carries f 5 marks.

Describe the social, economic and legal aspects of advedisement.

Explain the elements of ad copy for different media.

Explain the advantages and limitations of measuring the effectiveness of advertising

research.

Explain the process followed by sales department in Personal Selling .

(2x15=30)
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